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This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents
of this Her Last Lie A Gripping Psychological Thriller With A
Shocking Twist by online. You might not require more become
old to spend to go to the book opening as well as search for them.
In some cases, you likewise pull off not discover the proclamation
Her Last Lie A Gripping Psychological Thriller With A Shocking
Twist that you are looking for. It will utterly squander the time.
However below, subsequently you visit this web page, it will be
thus definitely easy to acquire as competently as download lead
Her Last Lie A Gripping Psychological Thriller With A Shocking
Twist
It will not believe many time as we tell before. You can complete
it even though law something else at house and even in your
workplace. fittingly easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just
what we have the funds for under as skillfully as review Her Last
Lie A Gripping Psychological Thriller With A Shocking
Twist what you when to read!

The Lies She Sold - Kyla Sharp
2021-05-06
A murdered customer. A dark
secret. An organization willing
to protect itself at all costs.

Camila Brady ran from her past
for 13 years, but she's finally
ready to let it rest in peace.
What better way than a new
business opportunity? Camila
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is promised new friends,
limitless profits, and all the
essential oil hair accessories
she could want. But then her
first customer ends up dead.
Caught in a pyramid scheme
and hiding from police, Camila
must separate enemies from
allies. Her only chance to
escape prison... or worse... is to
find the truth buried within the
Multi-Level-Marketing scheme.
Can Camila catch the real
killer, even though all evidence
points to her? Or will she
become the next casualty of
convenience to those selling
lies? If you like chilling
thrillers, imperfect female
protagonists, and unseen
twists, this suspense novel will
have you turning pages. Click
"Buy Now" to start reading!
Last One to Lie - J. M.
Winchester 2020-06-09
Moving to a new city was
supposed to be a fresh start for
her family. Now it's a
nightmare. Her little girl was
supposed to be at day care
when Kelsey arrived to pick her
up. But they have no record of
her daughter ever being there.
And to make matters worse,

her husband is missing too--he
won't pick up his phone, and
the school he supposedly works
at says he never accepted their
job offer. Detective Paul Ryan
knows something's up with
Kelsey's story. Kelsey's
husband might be involved in
their daughter's
disappearance, but the deeper
the detective digs, the more
inconsistencies he finds. As
Detective Ryan tries to uncover
the truth, what he finds are
more deeply buried secrets
that someone clearly never
wanted found.
The Darkest Lies - Barbara
Copperthwaite 2017-05-12
Her Perfect Lies - Lana Newton
2019-11-07
TRUST NO ONE. EVEN
YOURSELF. __ ‘Sucks you in
from the first page, with twists
and turns that will leave you
gasping for air!’ Netgalley
reviewer, 5***** __
Behind the Lie - Amanda
James 2017-04-21
‘Without a doubt one of the
best books I have read this
year.’ – Amazon Reader ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Who can you trust, when you
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can’t trust yourself?
Lies She Told - Cate Holahan
2017-09-12
A BOOK OF THE MONTH
CLUB SELECTION From the
USA Today–bestselling author
of The Widower’s Wife comes
an electrifying psychological
thriller of love and deceit,
where the truth can be darker
than fiction Liza Cole, a oncesuccessful novelist whose
career has seen better days,
has one month to write the
thriller that could land her
back on the bestseller list.
Meanwhile, she’s struggling to
start a family, but her husband
is distracted by the
disappearance of his best
friend, Nick. As stresses weigh
her down in her professional
and personal lives, Liza
escapes into writing the
chilling exploits of her latest
heroine, Beth. Beth, a new
mother, suspects her husband
is cheating on her while she’s
home caring for their newborn.
Angry and betrayed, she aims
to catch him in the act and
make him pay for shattering
the illusion of their perfect life.
But before she realizes what

she’s doing, she’s tossing the
body of her husband’s mistress
into the East River. Then, the
lines between Liza’s fiction and
her reality eerily blur. Nick’s
body is dragged from the East
River, and Liza’s husband is
arrested for his murder. Before
her deadline is up, Liza will
have to face up to the truths
about the people around her,
including her own. If she
doesn’t, the end of her
heroine’s story could be the
end of her own.
“Recommended for anyone who
enjoys Paula Hawkins or Gillian
Flynn, primarily because it’s
better.” —Library Journal
The Eight-Year Lie - J.M.
Hewitt 2022-01-13
She ran from the truth. She
will do whatever it takes to
hide it. Jessica returns home
one day to find her husband,
Patrick, dead. It’s unclear what
caused his death and though
the shock is huge, she cannot
pretend it’s entirely
unexpected. The police have
questions, and Jessica knows
that once they hear the
answers her fate may well be
sealed. Eight years ago, Jessica
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was living another life. She was
a different person, and despite
what people think, she has
changed. Anyway, there was
never any proof that she
harmed anyone back then. Yet
on the day she loses her
husband, a ghost from the past
reappears. Louise was her
friend once, but that was then.
Now, they are strangers.
Except Louise seems very
familiar – so familiar that it’s
like peering into a mirror. Why
would she go out of her way to
look just like Jessica? Unless
more than one person has been
keeping deadly secrets... A
gripping tale of desire and
revenge, packed with secrets
and suspense. Perfect for fans
of Lisa Jewell and K.L. Slater.
What everyone is saying about
J.M. Hewitt: ‘I devoured it in
one sitting! I could not get
enough... This book keeps you
on the edge of your seat until
the final page!’ Once Upon A
Time Book Blog ⭐️ ⭐️ ⭐️ ⭐️ ⭐️ ‘Had
me hooked in from the first
page and frantically turning
the pages... I didn’t want to
finish the book. I really really
enjoyed this enthralling

thriller... An amazing book and
very very highly
recommended.’ Nicki’s Life of
Crime ⭐️ ⭐️ ⭐️ ⭐️ ⭐️ ‘A FANTASTIC
can I say FANTASTIC AGAIN
Book!!!!! Now this is what
makes me Love reading a
psychological novel. Sooooo
fast-paced, many twists and
turns... More heart-pounding
than you can imagine. LOVED,
LOVED, LOVED!!! So sad it’s
over.’ Goodreads Reviewer, ⭐️ ⭐️
⭐️ ⭐️ ⭐️ ‘The perfect thriller! Full
of chills, thrills and everything
in between this one kept me
reading late into the night
desperate to know how it ends!
Full of fantastic twists and
turns, believable characters
and a plot like nothing I’ve
read before!’ NetGalley
Reviewer, ⭐️ ⭐️ ⭐️ ⭐️ ⭐️ ‘So glad I
discovered this author, an
unputdownable thriller that
kept me hooked right until the
end. Fantastic characters, a
great plot and the twists kept
me hooked. Loved it!’
NetGalley Reviewer, ⭐️ ⭐️ ⭐️ ⭐️ ⭐️ ‘I
devoured it in one sitting! I
could not get enough... This
book keeps you on the edge of
your seat until the final page!’
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Once Upon A Time Book Blog ⭐️
⭐️ ⭐️ ⭐️ ⭐️
White Lies - Lucy Dawson
2018-04-20
One Last Lie - Robert
Kaufman 2014-05-12
She's demonic and evil, a
wicked she-devil you'll love to
hate in this riveting
psychological thriller that
reviewers say is "gripping,"
"heart wrenching" and "holding
my breath suspenseful." Angela
is beautiful and charismatic on
the outside. But on the inside, a
demon rages, determined to
get anyone and anything she
wants. And now with her
biological clock ticking, she
seduces her old friend Philip,
and his partner Jonathan, into
having a child with her through
artificial insemination. From
the moment the parenting
agreement is signed, Angela's
mask of deceit slips away and
she leads the fathers-to-be on a
relentless, agonizing journey
filled with lies, anguish and
finally tragedy that forever
changes the lives of everyone
involved.
I Lie in Wait - Amanda

Brittany 2020-08-28
‘I LOVED it... A fast-paced,
tense and twisty read.’ 5 stars,
NetGalley reviewer It's one
year since her sister vanished.
Now, another girl is missing...
One Last Lie - Rob Kaufman
2018-09-21
"One Last Lie in a word is
awesome, an incredible
psychological thriller that has
readers hanging on the edge
during the explosive and
thrilling final pages."
Examiner.com One Evil
Woman. Two Trusting Men.
Three Lives Destroyed. Angela
is beautiful and charismatic on
the outside. But on the inside,
evil rages and she's determined
to get anyone and anything she
wants. And now with her
biological clock ticking, she
seduces her old friend Philip,
and his partner Jonathan, into
having a child with her through
artificial insemination. As time
passes, Angela's mask of deceit
slips away and she leads the
fathers-to-be on a relentless,
agonizing journey filled with
lies, anguish and finally
tragedy that forever changes
the lives of everyone involved.
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If you enjoy books like The Girl
on the Train, Gone Girl and
classics like Fatal Attraction
and Misery, you'll love this
gripping thriller of fiction, a
novel of pure suspense that will
keep you on the edge... even
weeks after turning the final
page.
Her Mother's Lies: A Gripping
Psychological Thriller with a
Stunning Twist - Rona Halsall
2019-10-23
'WOW!!! Amazing,
phenomenal, unputdownable.'
NetGalley Reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
'Hooked from the first page!'
Goodreads Reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
'Utterly gobsmacked...
unputdownable.' Goodreads
Reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'Easily one of
the best books I have read this
year.' Goodreads Reviewer
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'A jaw-dropping, heartstopping page turner.' By the
Letter Book Reviews ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
'Gripping... mind-blowing!.'
NetGalley Reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'It
doesn't get any better than
this.' NetGalley Reviewer
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ What if the person you
trust most in the world, has
been lying to you for your
whole life? Martha would do

anything for her devoted
mother, Fran. Now in her midtwenties, Martha still lives with
her in their remote, pretty
cottage in the Cornish
countryside. Fran paints
illustrations, while Martha
trains to be an animal nurse.
But then Martha sees a strange
message on her mother's
phone - apparently from her
estranged father. He had been
there for her first steps. He'd
helped with her homework, and
taken her for ice cream at
weekends. And then, two days
before her ninth birthday, he
walked out. She never knew
what went wrong, and she and
Fran never heard from him
again. Desperate for answers,
she tracks him down. But when
they come face-to-face, she
isn't ready for the brutal truth.
Closing his eyes he says, 'She
hasn't told you, has she? I'm
not your father.' Her mother
has been telling lies. And not
just about who her real father
is... A page-turning, gripping
psychological thriller for fans
of Paula Hawkins, Shalini
Boland, and C. L. Taylor.
Readers are loving Her
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Mother's Lies 'Wow wow
wow!!... I was hooked from the
first page!... Instantly grips
you... So many twists... Kept
me guessing right until the
very end. A very easy five stars
from me. Highly
recommended!' Goodreads
Reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'WOW!!!
Amazing, phenomenal,
unputdownable... It doesn't get
any better than this.' NetGalley
Reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'It's been a
long time since I have read a
book that has made me feel
utterly gobsmacked. If life
hadn't been in the way, I could
easily have read Her Mother's
Lies in one sitting, it was
unputdownable. An easy 5
stars from me!' Goodreads
Reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'A page
turning, thrilling book... easily
one of the best books I have
read this year.' Goodreads
Reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'I was in shock.
This author sure knows how to
pack a punch. Rocky Balboa
has nothing on [her] when it
comes to knocking the breath
out of me... a jaw dropping,
heart stopping page turner of a
read. It should come with a
warning as I could feel my

heart racing towards the end
as the revelations came thick
and fast. I can still feel the
adrenaline now coursing
through me just thinking about
it.' By the Letter Book Reviews
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'Fantastic... did not see
that ending coming at all'
NetGalley Reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
The Perfect Nanny - Karen
Clarke 2021-03-31
‘WOW! I absolutely loved this
book and stayed up way too
late to finish it!’ NetGalley
Reviewer, 5 Stars You trust her
with your home, your husband,
your baby... but she is about to
destroy it all.
The Lies He Told - Valerie
Keogh 2021-07-26
One cheating man. Four angry
women. One crime of passion.
“A gripping and very
entertaining” thriller from the
bestselling author of The
Perfect Life (Once Upon a Time
Book Review). Successful Misty
is happy living with her perfect
boyfriend until he tells her he
is leaving. Elegant Gwen is
excited about the new man in
her life until she discovers he’s
been lying to her. Angry Babs
has the love of her life lured
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away, first by Misty then by
Gwen, and she wants revenge.
Long-suffering Dee is a wife
who takes her wandering
husband back every single
time. When the lives of these
four women collide, the results
are deadly. One thing is for
certain, the consequences of
lying will be murder . . .
A Mother Never Lies - Sarah
Clarke 2021-08-27
‘Tense, suspenseful and an
amazing ending. One of the
best books I have read this
year.’ NetGalley reviewer,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ SOME TRUTHS CAN’T
BE TOLD.
The Lake House - Laura Wolfe
2021-03-17
I thought of the long history
with my friends-the lies, the
slights, the betrayals, and the
five-year gap since our last gettogether. Five of us had arrived
at this desolate cabin. Now,
only three of us remained. It
was supposed to be the perfect
vacation: a secluded cabin by a
private lake; late nights, wine
and laughter. Megan hasn't
had time for herself since her
second child was born, and she
knows her friends need a break

too-Jenna from her demanding
job, Charlotte from marital
problems and Kaitlyn and Sam
from busy families. Between all
their commitments Megan was
afraid this trip would never
happen, and she needs the
comfort and familiarity of her
oldest friends now more than
ever. They have known each
other since college-there are
no secrets between them. But
things change in the woods. As
they reminisce, bad memories
as well as good are dragged
up, and old wounds are
reopened. It seems not
everyone remembers those
college years as fondly as
Megan, and a trip planned to
bring them back together
might just drive them apart for
good. Someone has been hiding
a lie for over twenty years. And
now lives are in danger.
Gripping, addictive and totally
unputdownable, The Lake
House will have you wanting to
sleep with the lights on. Perfect
for fans of The Girl on the
Train, The Woman in the
Window and Big Little Lies.
Readers can't get enough of
Laura Wolfe: "Wow. I had
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absolutely no idea I would love
this book as much as I have. I
really haven't been able to put
this one down. I have been
gripped from the very first
page and found that I very
quickly devoured this book in
just one sitting. This is most
definitely a five-star read."
Little Miss Book Lover 87
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Our Little Lies - Sue Watson
2018-10-11
Every Last Lie - Mary Kubica
2017-06-27
New York Times bestselling
author of THE GOOD GIRL
Mary Kubica is back with
another exhilarating thriller as
a widow’s pursuit of the truth
leads her to the darkest
corners of the psyche. Clara
Solberg’s world shatters when
her husband and their fouryear-old daughter are in a car
crash, killing Nick while Maisie
is remarkably unharmed. The
crash is ruled an
accident…until the coming
days, when Maisie starts
having night terrors that make
Clara question what really
happened on that fateful

afternoon. Tormented by grief
and her obsession that Nick’s
death was far more than just
an accident, Clara is plunged
into a desperate hunt for the
truth. Who would have wanted
Nick dead? And, more
important, why? Clara will stop
at nothing to find out—and the
truth is only the beginning of
this twisted tale of secrets and
deceit. Told in the alternating
perspectives of Clara’s
investigation and Nick’s last
months leading up to the crash,
master of suspense Mary
Kubica weaves her most
chilling thriller to date—one
that explores the dark recesses
of a mind plagued by grief and
shows that some secrets might
be better left buried.
Her Last Secret - Barbara
Copperthwaite 2017-10-13
‘WOW – I am absolutely blown
away… this book really, really
got under my skin. I feel
slightly dizzy now and need a
lie-down with a soft pillow and
lots of chocolate.’ Goodreads
reviewer ‘OMFG this is
Barbara Copperthwaite’s best
book yet!! … just blew
everything else out of the
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water. Seriously. This book had
me on edge…my poor nerves
were shattered. Buy it, read it,
love it!’ Goodreads reviewer
‘Gripped from page one until
the very end…A great
rollercoaster of a story!! Wow,
wow, wow!! Five stars!!’
Stardust Book Reviews Some
secrets you can never tell.
Everyone thinks the Thomases
are the perfect family: grand
London house, gorgeous kids.
They don’t know wife
Dominique is a paranoid wreck.
They don’t know husband Ben
is trapped in a web of deceit.
They don’t know daughter
Ruby lives in fear of the next
abusive text. But someone
knows all their secrets. Can the
lies that bind them tear them
apart? A gripping psychological
thriller that will have you
holding your breath until the
very last page. Fans of Behind
Closed Doors, Gone Girl and
The Girl on the Train will be
hooked. See what readers are
saying about Her Last Secret:
‘OMG… I was well and truly
hooked… had me guessing
right until the very end!… I am
blown away. I cannot

recommend this enough…
without a doubt a must read’
Chelle’s Book Reviews ‘OH MY
WORD! This is a fantastic
read!...intense and
terrifying…an absolutely
gripping read. I was totally
immersed…Outstanding, I
highly recommend!’ Chat
About Books ‘Thrilling and
captivating! A tangled web of
lies and secrets is masterfully
woven in this psychological
thriller…I was hooked right
from page one… a big fat 5
stars from me, I totally
recommend this book.’
Bonnie’s Book Talk ‘An
enthralling read that draws you
in the further you get into it
whilst getting darker and
darker. Totally jaw dropping
stuff. Loved it’ By The Letter
Book Reviews ‘Her Last Secret
is a dark, unsettling and
addictive read that will reel you
in and keep you hooked from
the very first page.’ Brew and
Books Review ‘Shocking,
breath taking, gripping and
heart-breaking, at one point I
was almost in tears. I
absolutely loved this wellwritten, emotional roller
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coaster, the twists in the story
keep you hooked, trying to
work out what happened that
night. Highly recommended.’
Nicki’s Life of Crime ‘I loved
everything about this book
from beginning to end… It's
with books like this that I wish
I could read faster than I do. A
simply terrific read.’ Goodreads
reviewer ‘This book absolutely
consumed me from start to
finish and even when I wasn't
reading it i was thinking about
it. It is totally gripping and
there were so many twists my
head was spinning – an
absolutely fantastic read!’
Goodreads reviewer ‘What a
book! I genuinely think this is
one of the best books I've ever
read, I sat and read it in one
go. I couldn't guess how it was
going to end and didn't
anticipate the epilogue. A
gripping page turner that had
me in tears towards the end.’
Goodreads reviewer ‘I'm still
open mouthed at the finale. It
was so cleverly crafted…this
book is compelling,
unputdownable…if you are a
fan of books that surprise you,
then this is the book for you.’

Rachel’s Random Reads ‘This
book had me gripped from the
very first few pages…This
really was a page turner - you
are desperate to read more.’
Bookworms and Shutterbugs
‘Absolutely superb, she's only
gone and done it again - did
NOT want to put this book
down!!’ Donna’s Book Blog
Flowers for the Dead Barbara Copperthwaite
2015-09-02
"A chillingly drawn serial killer.
Will have you looking over your
shoulder and under your bed...
Original, gripping, with a deep
psychological impact," Sunday
Mirror "Enthralling, tense and
moving," Real People magazine
ADAM WILL DO ANYTHING
TO MAKE YOU HAPPY. EVEN
IF IT KILLS YOU. Adam Bourne
is a serial killer who thinks he
is a saviour. When he murders
his victims and cuts off the
women's lips, he believes he
has done it to make them
happy. How did he become
warped from the sensitive fouryear-old who adored his gran
and the fairy tales she read to
him? What turned him into a
monster who stalks his victims?
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And what is he trying to say
with the bouquets he sends?
When he meets Laura Weir,
Adam weaves a fairy tale
romance around them. A tale
she has no idea she is part of.
As he hatches his twisted plan
for their fairy story ending, can
anyone stop him before he
creates the ultimate sacrifice to
love?
My Last Lie - Ella Drummond
2019-02-20
'This has probably reawakened
my love for psychological
thrillers!...I don’t think I’ll be
able to recommend this one
enough. It’s definitely a must
read...my book of the year so
far!’ Nemesis Book Blog New
beginnings. Old secrets... Theo
and Pilar. The perfect couple.
Successful, beautiful and very
much in love. Until a year ago and the tragedy that nearly
tore them apart. When their
baby died, a part of them died
with him. Now they’re trying to
rebuild themselves, moving to
a stunning house in rural
Cornwall. But someone knows
all their secrets – and will stop
at nothing to disturb their
fragile peace. Theo and Pilar

are about to learn that you can
try to hide – but you can never
outrun your past. A
unputdownable, gripping
psychological thriller that will
hook you until the final
shocking twist. Fans of The Girl
on the Train, K.L Slater and
The Wife Between Us will be
captivated. Praise for My Last
Lie: 'A compulsive and
unputdownable read. Loved it
and can't wait to read more by
the author.' By The Letter Book
Reviews ‘I cannot WAIT to read
more from this author if this
debut is anything to go by.
Such a cracking read.’ The
Writing Garnet ‘Cancel all
social engagements and switch
your phone off...My Last Lie
grips like a vice and will keep
you turning the pages until
three in the morning.’ Bookish
Jottings ‘So many crazy
twists...And that last lie? Wow!
An addictive intriguing story
that will completely draw you
in!’ Audio Killed the Bookmark
‘The ending is absolutely right
yet left me gasping “Whoa!” as
it is so unexpected.’ All Things
Bookie ‘This engrossing
domestic noir had me
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hooked...keeping me up past
midnight to get to the climactic
end.’ A Knights Reads ‘within
the first few pages of My Last
Lie I was entirely engrossed in
this compelling storyline... it
kept all its secrets from me
until the very last unexpected
moment.’ My Chestnut Reading
Tree ‘I very much enjoyed this
book, it kept me hooked all the
way through. It’s a gripping,
intriguing and thrilling read – I
recommend it!’ Rather Too
Fond Of Books ‘A compelling
read that I didn’t want to put
down...A very enjoyable read
5*’ Nicki Book Blog ‘I really
struggled to put it down as I
wanted to know how it would
all be wrapped up and I was
really engrossed in the story.’
Donna’s Book Blog ‘All the way
through I was changing my
mind about who to trust...Right
up to the end I was kept
guessing.’ Short Book and
Scribes ‘An original and
shocking page-turner. I found it
easy to read, and I had to know
who the untrustworthy player
or players
was/were...Captivating
characters and a nicely-paced

plot made My Last Lie a
wonderful read overall.’
Jennifer Tar Heel Reader ‘It’s
exciting and full of tension, yet
is also an easy and enjoyable
read, because the writing and
story flow effortlessly.’ Books
Are My Cwtches ‘there are
definitely some scenes that got
my heart racing as I began to
wonder what secrets were
going to be revealed...There
was a sinister ending which is
making me wonder what is
happening to the characters
beyond the final page.’ Hooked
From Page One ‘I loved how
the story came together in the
last few chapters, super
ending. A brilliant debut, very
much looking forward to more.’
Books From Dusk to Dawn
Her Last Lie - Amanda
Brittany 2020-03-23
'An exciting new voice Brittany reels readers in with
this twisty, clever thriller that
will have you second-guessing
everything...' Phoebe Morgan,
author of The Doll House
'Brilliant, pacey, and will leave
you suspecting everyone is
involved!' Darren O'Sullivan,
author of Our Little Secret She
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thought she was free of the
past. She was wrong. Six years
ago Isla was the only victim to
walk free from Carl Jeffery's
vicious murder spree. Now, Isla
vows to live her life to the
fullest and from the outside it
appears perfect. Determined to
finish her book Isla plans her
final trip to Sweden, but after
returning from Canada and
meeting a man she never
thought she would, her life
begins to derail. Suddenly Isla
is plagued by memories of the
man who tried to murder her,
and the threat that he could be
back causes her to question
everything, and everyone
around her. This debut
psychological thriller will have
you closing down social media
accounts, looking over your
shoulder, and hooked until the
very last line. Perfect for fans
of Sweet Little Lies, Friend
Request and Louise Jensen.
Praise for Her Last Lie 'I was
drawn in right from the rather
original prologue and did not
see that twist coming!' Diane
Jeffrey, author of Those Who
Lie 'A triumph!' James H on
Amazon 'With all the right

ingredients to keep you on the
edge of your seat.' Bookworm
on Amazon 'Brittany got my
attention from the get go'
Rosemary Smith on Netgalley
'Gripping and twisty, another
book added to my best reads of
this year list.' Julia Beales on
NetGalley 'If you like thrillers,
read this and you will not be
disappointed. If you're not a
thriller reader, try it anyway!'
A Reader on Amazon 'I loved
this fast-paced, atmospheric,
scary book.' DeeLovesBooks on
Amazon 'I can't wait to read
more from this talented new
novelist.' PSMode on Amazon
Sometimes I Lie - Alice
Feeney 2018-03-13
My name is Amber Reynolds.
There are three things you
should know about me: 1. I’m
in a coma. 2. My husband
doesn’t love me anymore. 3.
Sometimes I lie. Amber wakes
up in a hospital. She can’t
move. She can’t speak. She
can’t open her eyes. She can
hear everyone around her, but
they have no idea. Amber
doesn’t remember what
happened, but she has a
suspicion her husband had
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something to do with it.
Alternating between her
paralyzed present, the week
before her accident, and a
series of childhood diaries from
twenty years ago, this brilliant
psychological thriller asks: Is
something really a lie if you
believe it's the truth?
The Island House - Amanda
Brittany 2021-10-14
When Alice's father dies after a
tragic hit and run, his death
stirs up unanswered questions
about her childhood. Who was
her mother, why did her father
never speak of the past, and
why can't she remember
anything before the age of
seven? But when she receives
an anonymous letter containing
a photograph of a refurbished
gothic guesthouse surrounded
by water, and an invitation to
stay, old memories fight to
resurface. Alice has visited
before. She is certain of it.
Convinced the clues to her past
lie at the hotel, she checks in.
But once on the island, a wild
storm rages, waves crash
violently into the rocks, and the
house is cut off by the roaring
sea. Then two guests are found

dead. And the hotel owner is
missing. Will Alice ever
uncover her secret past? And
will anyone leave the island
alive?
Her White Lie - Jackie Walsh
2021-07-07
‘OMG, OMG this book is heartpounding...This one was a page
turner for sure.’ ☆☆☆☆☆ Reader
Review Her dream wedding
might become a nightmare
Tara Moore feels like the
luckiest girl in the world. She’s
finally found the man of her
dreams, and after the fairytale
wedding, she’s leaving Dublin
to start a new life in Australia.
Until Avril Ryan’s body is
discovered in a house that Tara
lived in three years ago. Tara
doesn't know Avril, so why was
she the last person Avril
called? How has she become
the number one suspect? But
what the police don’t know is
that Tara’s past conceals her
own dangerous secrets. And as
the detectives start digging
and old friendships come to
light, Tara begins to wonder
who she can trust. Will her
wedding day become her last?
A twisty, unputdownable
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psychological thriller packed
with suspense. Fans of T.M.
Logan and Samantha Hayes
will be completely gripped.
Readers are loving Her White
Lie: ‘A pretty fantastic mystery
with plenty of twists...Get
ready for a wild ride!’ ☆☆☆☆☆
Reader Review ‘Ooh, marriages
and weddings and dead bodies.
We love all three of those in a
book!... I WAS HOOKED FROM
THE BEGINNING.’ ☆☆☆☆☆
Reader Review ‘Suspenseful
and mysterious and had me
guessing right until the end.
Highly recommended.’ ☆☆☆☆☆
Reader Review ‘12/10 would
recommend to anyone who
likes murder mystery thrillers
that will take you on a journey.’
☆☆☆☆☆ Reader Review ‘Buckle
up Dear Reader because the
author hooks you within the
first few pages and makes this
book impossible to put down!’
☆☆☆☆☆ Reader Review ‘I so love
this author’s books...always
twisty and addictive.’ ☆☆☆☆☆
Reader Review ‘Had me
hooked from the very start.
This is a must read from an
author who has yet to
disappoint.’ ☆☆☆☆☆ Reader

Review ‘This twisty thriller was
everything! I absolutely loved
this book! It was so amazing I
read in one sitting!’ Reader
Review ‘Really enjoyed this
roller coaster read with twists
you just don't see coming!’
☆☆☆☆☆ Reader Review
Seven Days - Alex Lake
2019-10-10
An incredible psychological
crime thriller that will keep you
on the edge of your seat from
the Top Ten Sunday Times
bestselling author ‘This is
creepy storytelling of the
highest order: spine-chilling
and difficult to put down’ Daily
Mail
HER DARK PAST. - AMANDA.
BRITTANY 2019
Traces of Her - Amanda
Brittany 2019-10-25
‘Addictive! A twisty pageturner that had me on the edge
of my seat from start to finish.’
Roz Watkins
Each Little Lie - Tom Bale
2017-06
One split second can destroy
your life forever Single mother
Jen Cornish is just trying to
hold things together for the
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sake of her seven-year-old son
Charlie. Until the day when she
does an impulsive good deed to
help a neighbour, setting off a
terrifying chain of events that
quickly spirals out of control...
When she is arrested for a
crime she didn't commit, Jen
quickly starts to wonder if
someone is playing a cruel
game with her - or is she losing
her mind? Desperate to clear
her name with the police, she
must first untangle a chilling
web of lies. But someone is
watching her every move - and
it isn't just Jen who is in
danger. They're watching her
child as well. An
unputdownable psychological
thriller with plenty of twists
that will keep you hooked until
the very last page... Read what
everyone is saying about Each
Little Lie 'Bale is a real master
of the thriller, twisting
everyday life into the horrifying
with a plot that hurtles along at
an unprecedented rate.
Brilliant!' Bloomin' Brilliant
Books (5*) 'His books are some
of the most compelling reads
I've come across in this genre.
A #WTF moment as each

chapter unfolds... in a stomach
churning, fearfully, paranoid
way, I LOVED it! ' Chapter in
my life (5*) 'OMG Tom Bale
never ceases to surprise me,
this author has an incredible
knack for creating a thriller
with a difference' The Book
Review CafE (5*) 'I LOVED this
book!! It completely hooked me
from the first few pages and I
didn't want to put it down. It is
definitely an unputdownable
psychological thriller and I
loved the twists and turns'
Donna's Book Blog (5*) 'If you
are looking for a character and
plot driven story with a
wonderful blend of characters,
mystery and intrigue with a
healthy side order of threat and
menace then absolutely give
this book a whirl. I loved it.' Jen
Med Book Reviews (5*) 'A
compulsive page-turner, with
elements of a psychological
thriller combined with a hefty
dose of humanity. I look
forward to each new Tom Bale
book, and I am never
disappointed!' Bibliophile Book
Club
One Good Lie - Jane Isaac
2021-06-24
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Her sister’s boyfriend. Her
worst nightmare. On the night
of her mother’s wake, Ewan
kisses a shocked Ruby. They
both agree to pretend that the
kiss never happened – in fact,
according to Ewan, no one
even needs to know he walked
Ruby home. Because Ewan is
seeing Ruby’s sister, Sophie.
He’s been wonderful to Sophie,
comforting her after her
mother’s murder and taking
care of her little kids, too. In
short, he’s been the perfect
boyfriend. This was just a
stupid mistake. But when Ruby
learns of another woman's
murder close to Ewan’s route
home on the night of the kiss,
she fears that her lie has left
her sister in terrible danger.
After all, how well do the
sisters really know Ewan? How
well do they know each other?
And are they sure they know
the truth about what really
happened on the day their
mother died? A gripping and
unputdownable thriller that
will keep you guessing into the
early hours of the morning.
Perfect for fans of Claire
McGowan, Sue Watson, and

Jackie Kabler. Read what
everyone is saying about One
Good Lie: ‘Oh my GOODNESS!!
I absolutely loved this... It got
to the point where I was
suspecting every single
character in the book... The
ending was twisty, thrilling,
scary and, best of all,
satisfying. Truly a wonderful
psychological thriller that kept
me captivated throughout!’
Shalini Boland, author of The
Secret Mother, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Jane
Isaac never lets us down; this
is fast-paced storytelling at its
best. One Good Lie is a chilling,
unputdownable read, packed
with menace and suspense and
increasingly claustrophobic as
we are sucked ever deeper into
Ruby and Sophie’s lives. Highly
recommended!’ Linda Huber,
author of Baby Dear, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘A
page-turning family drama
where no one is quite what
they seem, One Good Lie is
expertly plotted and brilliantly
executed.’ Susi Holliday,
author of The Last Resort ‘An
exciting psychological thriller
that will appeal to fans of Ruth
Ware, Greer Hendricks, and
Sarah Pekkanen... Excellently-
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written, well-plotted... I sped
through this book and finished
it in a day... If you're a fan of
the thriller genre, you won't
regret checking out this book’
Goodreads Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘Absolutely kept me on the
edge of my seat. I couldn’t wait
to find out what happened. The
ending didn’t disappoint. I
highly recommend this one.’
NetGalley Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘Book drought over! Hooked
from page one, didn't stop
reading until silly o'clock, had
a few hours’ sleep, walked the
dog then dived back in to
finish. Totally believable
characters, great plot... Plus a
moving depiction of how easily
one can get caught up in a
controlling relationship.’
Goodreads Reviewer ‘5 Stars!
Highly recommend. It was hard
to put this book down. It was a
fast paced story full of
suspense. I was hooked from
the first chapter. This thriller
was fun to read. I absolutely
loved this story of two sisters.
Well written, well plotted,
engaging characters.’
NetGalley Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
‘This is my first book by this

author but it won't be my last!
This book had intrigue,
suspense, action, and a big
whodunnit!! I usually can
figure out who did it but this
one had me shocked at finding
out who it was! I definitely
recommend reading this book!’
NetGalley Reviewer
The Perfect Lie - Adam Croft
2018-10-19
What if you were framed for a
murder you didn’t commit?
Amy Walker lives the perfect
family life with her husband
and two young sons. Until a
knock at the door turns their
lives upside down. It’s the
police. Her father-in-law is
dead and they’re arresting her
for his murder. The evidence
against her is overwhelming.
Forensics and witnesses place
her at the scene. But there’s
only one problem: She didn’t
do it. With her family destroyed
and a murder sentence
looming, Amy must discover
who murdered her father-inlaw — and why they’re so hellbent on framing her as the
killer. 'Incredible' — BBC News
'A sensation' — The Guardian
Adam Croft is the USA Today
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and worldwide Amazon number
1 bestseller of psychological
thrillers HER LAST
TOMORROW and ONLY THE
TRUTH.
The Lies We Told - Camilla
Way 2018-10-09
The highly acclaimed author of
Watching Edie returns with a
new novel of dark
psychological suspense that
explores how those closest to
us have the most to hide... A
daughter Beth has always
known there was something
strange about her daughter,
Hannah. The lack of emotion,
the disturbing behavior, the
apparent delight in hurting
others...Sometimes Beth is
scared of her and what she
could be capable of. A son Luke
comes from the perfect family,
with the perfect parents. But
one day, he disappears without
a trace, and his girlfriend,
Clara, is desperate to discover
what has happened to him. A
life built on lies As Clara digs
into the past, she realizes that
no family is truly perfect, and
uncovers a link between Luke's
long-lost sister and a strange
girl named Hannah. Now

Luke's life is in danger because
of the lies once told and the
secrets once kept. Can Clara
find him before it's too late?
The Perfect Nanny - Karen
Clarke 2021-05-27
You trust her with your home,
your husband, your baby... but
she is about to destroy it all.
The Last Time I Lied - Riley
Sager 2019-04-02
THE INSTANT NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER From the
author of Survive the Night and
Final Girls comes a tense and
twisty thriller about a summer
camp that’s impossible to
forget—no matter how hard
you try. Two Truths and a Lie.
Vivian, Natalie, Allison, and
Emma played it all the time in
their cabin at Camp
Nightingale. But the games
ended the night Emma sleepily
watched the others sneak out
into the darkness. The last
she—or anyone—saw of the
teenagers was Vivian closing
the cabin door behind her,
hushing Emma with a finger
pressed to her lips.... Fifteen
years later, Emma is a rising
star in the New York art scene,
turning her past into
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paintings—massive canvases
filled with dark leaves and
gnarled branches over ghostly
shapes in white dresses. When
the paintings catch the
attention of the wealthy owner
of Camp Nightingale, she
implores Emma to come back
to the newly reopened camp as
a painting instructor. Despite
her guilt and anxiety—or
maybe because of
them—Emma agrees to revisit
her past. Nightingale looks the
same as it did all those years
ago, haunted by a midnightdark lake and familiar faces.
Emma is even assigned to the
same cabin she slept in as a
teenager, although the security
camera pointed at her door is a
disturbing new addition. As
cryptic clues about the camp's
origins begin to surface, Emma
attempts to find out what really
happened to her friends. But
her closure could come at a
deadly price.
The Last Lie - Alex Lake
2019-01-01
The twisty psychological
thriller from the Sunday Times
bestselling author of After
Anna and Seven Days

The Last Lie - Stephen White
2010-08-17
Thankfully Alan and Lauren
Gregory aren't on the guest list
when their affluent new
neighbors hold a
housewarming party-because
the next morning, a rape
accusation rocks the town of
Boulder. And though Alan
discovers he has a most
unusual perspective into what
truly happened after the partyhe may not be able to stop
crucial witnesses-and people
close to him-from being
murdered...
Keep Me Close - Jane Holland
2021-09-09
Keep Me Close is a compelling
story of gross immorality, a
cautionary tale of how easily
wicked people can take
advantage of the vulnerable
elderly people in your life.
Pretty Baby - Mary Kubica
2015-07-28
"Thrilling and
illuminating."—LA Times "A
hypnotic psychological
thriller." —People A chance
encounter sparks an
unrelenting web of lies in this
new gripping and complex
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psychological thriller from the
New York Times bestselling
author of The Good Girl and
the upcoming page-turner
Don't You Cry, Mary Kubica
She sees the teenage girl on
the train platform, standing in
the pouring rain, clutching an
infant in her arms. She boards
a train and is whisked away.
But she can't get the girl out of
her head… Heidi Wood has
always been a charitable
woman: she works for a
nonprofit, takes in stray cats.
Still, her husband and
daughter are horrified when
Heidi returns home one day
with a young woman named
Willow and her four-month-old
baby in tow. Disheveled and
apparently homeless, this girl
could be a criminal—or worse.
But despite her family's
objections, Heidi invites Willow
and the baby to take refuge in
their home. Heidi spends the
next few days helping Willow
get back on her feet, but as
clues into Willow's past begin
to surface, Heidi is forced to
decide how far she's willing to
go to help a stranger. What
starts as an act of kindness

quickly spirals into a story far
more twisted than anyone
could have anticipated. More
Praise: "Hypnotic and anything
but predictable." —Kirkus,
starred review "A superb
psychological
thriller…stunning."—Publishers
Weekly, starred review Read
the New York Times bestselling
novel that everyone is talking
about, The Good Girl, by Mary
Kubica! Look for Mary's latest
complex and addictive tale of
deceit and obsession, Don't You
Cry. Order your copies today!
The Weight of Lies - Emily
Carpenter 2017-06-06
In this gripping, atmospheric
family drama, a young woman
investigates the forty�-year�old murder that inspired her
mother's bestselling novel, and
uncovers devastating truthsand dangerous lies. Reformed
party girl Meg Ashley leads a
life of privilege, thanks to a
bestselling horror novel her
mother wrote decades ago. But
Meg knows that the glow of
their very public life hides a
darker reality of lies,
manipulation, and the
heartbreak of her own solitary
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childhood. Desperate to break
free of her mother, Meg
accepts a proposal to write a
scandalous, tell-all memoir.
Digging into the past-and her
mother's cult classic-draws
Meg to Bonny Island, Georgia,
and an unusual woman said to
be the inspiration for the book.
At first island life seems idyllic,
but as Meg starts to ask tough
questions, disturbing
revelations come to
light...including some about
her mother. Soon Meg's search
leads her to question the facts
of a decades-old murder. She's
warned to leave it alone, but as
the lies pile up, Meg knows
she's getting close to finding a
murderer. When her own life is
threatened, Meg realizes the
darkness found in her mother's
book is nothing compared to
the chilling truth that lurks off
the page.
Silent Lies - Kathryn Croft
2017-10-25
Mia Hamilton lived the perfect
life with her husband,
university teacher Zach, and
their two-year-old daughter.
But everything changed when
Zach committed suicide on the

same night one of his students
vanished. Five years later, just
when Mia is beginning to heal,
stranger Alison walks into her
life, saying her husband didn't
kill himself. Fragile Alison
leads Mia on a path into Zach's
past, and Mia begins to think
she never really knew her own
husband. As the secrets
revealed get darker, Alison
becomes harder to read, and
Mia starts to wonder - why is
Alison so keen to help? And
then a piece of the puzzle
appears in an impossible place,
and Mia has to ask, is she
losing her mind, or should she
be afraid for her life? An
absolutely unputdownable
psychological thriller about
obsession and buried secrets,
with a brilliant twist. Fans of
The Girl on the Train, Behind
Closed Doors, and Gone Girl
will be hooked from the very
first page. Read what everyone
is saying about Kathryn Croft:
'Had me gripped from the first
few pages, and at no point does
the story disappoint. Love a
good twist? This is the
ULTIMATE thriller.' The
Bookshelf Blog 'A very clever,
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dangerous and twist-filled
thriller.' Book Addict Shaun
'The fear and dread [Kathryn
Croft] generates is what makes
her one of THE best thriller
writers. The shocks just keep
coming and the ending is just
how I wanted to it to be. It's
just perfect.'Postcard Reviews
'A full on twisted thriller which
had me hooked from the first
page...I quite honestly whizzed
through this in one evening as
once I had started I didn't want

to stop reading.' Jen Med's
Book Reviews 'Hypnotizing
from the very first page ... so
intense, that you are left
reeling. I found myself flipping
through the pages as quickly as
I could read so I could find out
what was happening.' Clues
and Reviews 'Wow! This book
grabbed me from the very
beginning!...To say this book is
a page-turner would be an
understatement!...Just
brilliant!' Chat About Books
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